UPDATED INFO- PLEASE READ!

THERE IS STILL TIME TO REGISTER FOR THE RIDE!

Registration will be open until the ride begins so please sign up and come be a part of Cycle4Alz 2020!

PARKING HAS CHANGED!!!!!

Due to circumstances beyond our control, parking may not be available at the ENSCO building Sunday morning. We have cleared parking at the Home Depot across the street, north of the Foundation. Please park at the ends of the spaces closest to Wickham Road. (as seen in photo) Please do not park in the area designated for the Firestone Tires.

IF THE ENSCO LOT IS NOT BLOCKED OFF- you may park there. Unfortunately, they were to do some work in their lot today, but the weather has possibly put that off until Sunday- eliminating the possibility of parking there. Should they finish the work tomorrow, the lot will be open for us to use.

We also still have very limited parking next door at the County building. (shown in photo) Any other parking other than the cleared areas, will be at your own risk.

WEATHER

The weather looks to give us a beautiful day for a ride on Sunday. HOWEVER, there may be wind or rain late Saturday, and this may affect the route markings. The route will be marked with both ground arrows and signs. Please utilize the GPS routes, if you are able to, or bring a paper copy of the route with you on the ride in case any signs or arrows have been affected by the weather.

RIDE CENTRAL HOTLINE

We also have the ride central hotline (321-514-3951) that you can call should you find yourself turned around somehow. You can also call this line if you have an equipment problem or find yourself unable to continue and someone will come get you.